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An invariant of the 15-puzzle 
“The number       where D is the sum of total inversions and the row 

number of the empty space of the 15-puzzle is an invariant which is equal 

to 1” 

Proof  We consider an initial arrangement of the 15-puzzle as 

that of the picture with a specific number of total inversions P. 

Sliding a cell in a way that the empty space moves horizontally 

does not alter neither P nor the row number R of the empty 

space. Therefore we consider the case of moving the empty 

space vertically, by sliding for example the cell marked G 

downwards. Then the parity of R changes while P depends on 

the relation between G and H, I, J. 

 If none of H, I, J is greater than G then the number of 

inversions is reduced by 3 and therefore changes parity. 

As R and P both change parity, D=R+P has unchanged parity and therefore       is 

unaffected by sliding G downwards. 

 If exactly one of H, I, J is greater than G, then the number of inversions is reduced by 1 

and therefore changes parity. As R and P both change parity, D=R+P has unchanged 

parity and therefore       is unaffected by sliding G downwards. 

 If exactly two of H, I, J are greater than G, then the 

number of inversions is increased by 1 and therefore 

changes parity. As R and P both change parity, D=R+P 

has unchanged parity and therefore       is unaffected 

by sliding G downwards. 

 If all three of H, I, J are greater than G, then the number 

of inversions is increased by 3 and therefore changes 

parity. As R and P both change parity, D=R+P has 

unchanged parity and therefore       is unaffected by 

sliding G downwards. 

Therefore the parity P is constant and as in the solved arrangement we have P=0 and R=4, the 

parity of D=R+P is even. Therefore 
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